Migrator for Notes
to Exchange
ZeroIMPACT Notes email migration

Email migrations can be complex and
expensive projects that introduce
tremendous risks: Downtime and data
loss can disrupt end-user productivity and business operations. Ensuring
a seamless transition without hurting productivity or introducing undue IT
burden is critical for an on-time, on-budget and risk-free migration.
Migrator for Notes to Exchange from
Quest® mitigates these risks and reduces

the burden on the migration team and
help desk by providing a ZeroIMPACT
migration from Domino to Office 365 and
Exchange. With Quest, you’ll slash costs
by up to 60 percent¹ by migrating email
and calendar data more than three times
faster² and with superior fidelity. Stay in
command with reporting, scheduling and
automation from an intuitive management
console that enables you to ensure project success.

“Migrator for Notes to
Exchange delivered the
throughput we needed to
complete the migration on
time. We were getting only
11–15MB/hour per workstation
with our first provider, but over
1GB/hour with each Migrator
for Notes to Exchange
workstation.”
Andrew Buker, director of
technical services, University of
Nebraska Omaha
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• Ensures a ZeroIMPACT migration
for end users, the help desk
and the bottom line
• Simplifies the migration with
reporting, scheduling and automation,
enabling IT to ensure project success
• Lowers support and maintenance
costs by eliminating or reducing
Notes infrastructure faster
than you thought possible
• Comes backed by an experienced
vendor with a track record of
successful migrations, a vast
partner ecosystem and awardwinning, 24x7 global support

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
DOMINO SERVER(S)
IBM Domino version 6.x,
7.0.0–7.0.4, 8.0.0–8.0.2,
8.5.0–8.5.3, 9.0.0–9.0.1
EXCHANGE SERVER(S)
Exchange 2016, 2013,
2010, Office 365
SUPPORTED OPERATING
SYSTEMS
Windows Server 2012 or R2,
Windows 8, Windows Server
2008 SP2 or R2, Windows 7
Note: This list shows only
the most basic requirements.
For a complete list of system
requirements, visit quest.com/
products/migrator-for-notesto-exchange

FEATURES
Finish fast
Slash costs by up to 60 percent with a
fast and efficient transition to Office 365
and Exchange. Migrator for Notes to
Exchange includes an advanced, multithreaded engine that enables you to
move email and calendar data more
than three times faster than other solutions, and with fewer resources than
you thought possible. You can also
run multiple migration consoles to
further increase scalability and avoid
network bottlenecks.
Advanced automation
You can monitor your project status
from a central console, use templates to
ensure consistent results on each migration job and take action when needed
with detailed result reports.
Anytime scheduling
Migrator for Notes to Exchange automates administrative tasks, such as
mailbox creation and mail routing, to
reduce IT work time. You can also schedule migration jobs to run when they least
impact network bandwidth, such as at
night or during the weekend.
Self-service desktop migrator
End users or administrators can silently
migrate personal data without data
loss (including archived and encrypted
messages) to Exchange, personal

archives or Outlook personal stores. You
can also avoid network bottlenecks by
staggering scheduled migrations and
limiting the number of users migrating.
Seamless coexistence
You can also use Coexistence Manager
for Notes to deliver directory, free/busy
and calendar coexistence between
Notes and Office 365 and Exchange.
This ensures users on both platforms
remain productive throughout the
entire migration.
Know, then go
Perform a pre-migration assessment of
your Notes and Domino environment to
plan for your project and mitigate risk.
MessageStats Report Pack for Lotus
Notes can be used to easily identify
unused mailboxes, encrypted content,
shared folders, active mail and other critical data, so you can plan a faster and
less expensive migration.
ABOUT QUEST
Quest provides software solutions for
the rapidly changing world of enterprise IT. We help simplify the challenges
caused by data explosion, cloud expansion, hybrid data centers, security threats
and regulatory requirements. Our portfolio includes solutions for database
management, data protection, unified
endpoint management, identity and
access management and Microsoft platform management.

1 https://www.techvalidate.com/product-research/quest-microsoft-platform-management/facts/673-A9D-7AC
2 https://www.techvalidate.com/product-research/quest-microsoft-platform-management/facts/BDC-230-77F
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